Helping good people to make this world safer

UNIQUE FEATURES
Super-fast Android data extraction.

The built-in Jet-Imager module allows to create physical dumps from Android
devices on average up to 25% faster. For example, 16GB can be extracted in 5-7
minutes, 32Gb—in 8-10 minutes. It is the best statistics in the industry!
Screen lock bypass methods for Android devices.
These unique methods do not require root rights or ADB enabled and allow to create
full physical dumps from passcode-locked Samsung, LG, Motorola as well as from
Android devices with Chinese chipsets.
Advanced drone forensics.
Oxygen Forensic® Detective enables the most detailed drone data parsing and
analysis from physical dumps, drone logs and mobile applications. The software
parses GPS locations showing valuable route data as well as meta-data like speed,
direction, altitude, etc.
Industry-first in cloud forensics.
Oxygen Forensics was the first to introduce cloud forensics to the market and we
are still leading in the quantity and quality of supported cloud services. Oxygen
Forensic® Cloud Extractor is available at no additional charge and extracts data from
55 cloud services.
Brute force and decryption of passwords.
Oxygen Forensic® Detective can decrypt encrypted iTunes and Android backups
and images, find the encryption key for the user partition of Samsung dumps, and
PIN codes in Windows Phone images.
Focus on apps parsing.
Oxygen Forensics was the first to realize the importance of apps data parsing and
we‘ve always been leaders in the number of supported apps and in the quality of
their parsing. Currently more than 8300 app versions are supported.
Pioneers in data analysis.
7 years ago, we incorporated Timeline section in our forensic software which
provides one interface for data parsing and data analysis. Now we offer a vast
variety of free analytical tools to analyze social connections, track user’s
whereabouts, and view events timeline.
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